Introduction

Overview
Scientific data from biomedical research are proliferating in both heterogeneity and complexity. A biomedical data management system needs to address the following critical issues: i) modeling, authoring, storing and querying of complex scientific data; ii) data consistency among users; iii) a generic architecture adaptable for managing scientific data from different applications; and iv) integrating and sharing distributed data sources.
We develop SciPort, a Web-based extensible data management platform for biomedical research, where researchers can easily collect, represent, manage, browse, and exchange scientific data. SciPort provides a unified XML based generic approach to model and organize complex scientific data, where data schemas and hierarchies are customizable for different applications. By managing the data through a native XML database based approach, SciPort supports comprehensive user-friendly queries implemented with XQuery. By using ontologies, SciPort provides semantic enabled data management. To share data, SciPort provides a central server based light weight approach to integrate data sources across distributed research institutions.
Complex Requirements
The requirements for biomedical data management differ significantly between applications, from large scale data sharing, to laboratory data management; from biomedical research environment, to enterprise biomedical applications. With increased complexity of biomedical problems, biomed-ical research is increasingly a collaborative effort across multiple institutions and disciplines. Indeed, NIH provides large-scale collaborative project awards (U54) [NIHCOLLABORATION (2010) ] for a team of independently funded investigators to synergize and integrate their efforts. For example, the Network for Translational Research: Optical Imaging (NTROI) [NTROI (2010) ] is a large scale collaborative project award on the development for translational research through optical imaging. It requires not only managing the complex scientific research results, but also sharing the data across research collaborators.
As another example, in the Pathology and Laboratory Department of University of Pennsylvania, hundreds of students and researchers need to manage their experimental data, and the data have to be transparent to others. To reduce the cost, all the users are sharing a single data management system.
The user demands for biomedical data management systems have only increased with time (R. Anderson et al., 2007) . Unfortunately, it is still difficult for researchers to find biomedical data management solutions to support their research. The lack of viable solutions can be first attributed to the complexity and diversity of scientific data in biomedical domains. Biomedical data can be in heterogeneous formats such as structured data, DICOM images, non-DICOM images, raw equipment data, spreadsheets, PDF files, XML documents, and many others. Thus, the data are often a mix of structured data (often deeply hierarchical) and files. Meanwhile, the data structures of biomedical research data can be very complex, ranging from different primitive data types, to lists and tables, from flat structures to deep nested structures, and so on. The data values can also be constrained as single-value constrained data ("radiobutton"), multi-value constrained data ("checkboxes"), or values from controlled vocabularies. Although there are tools or applications developed for specific research disciplines, a common complaint is that "that tool only works for that lab" (R. Anderson et al., 2007) . The complexity of biomedical data demands an adaptable biomedical data management system that can provide generic data modeling and management of scientific experiments and be easily adjusted for different applications.
Our Contributions
These have motivated the development of SciPort, a unified Web-based platform for biomedical data management and sharing. SciPort provides i) a general and comprehensive scientific data model to represent, author, and organize complex scientific data, so researchers can quickly organize their data and experiments; ii) convenient tools to help data providers to author such data and automatically de-identify their data; iii) a system architecture that provides comprehensive management with tools to search, browse, report, and exchange data; iv) semantic enabled data management on authoring and querying using ontologies; v) high extensibility of the system for different applications and domains -"developed once, and used everywhere"; and vi) a lightweight, central server based data integration and sharing architecture to integrate and share distributed data sources.
Related Work
There is growing need of scientific data management systems [R. Anderson et al. (2007) ], and much work on scientific management has been done in the past [Ioannidis et al. (1997) ; Kaestle et al. (1999) ; Keller and Jones (1996) ; Stolte et al. (2003) ; MIRC (2010); G. Chin and Lansing (2004) ; NBIA (2010)] (Jakobovits et al., 2002) . Most of the work focuses on a specific application or discipline, e.g., [Keller and Jones (1996) ] is used in environment and molecular sciences laboratory, and NBIA [NBIA (2010) ] is a cancer image archive. Thus, data models are tied and generalization is often limited. WIRM (Jakobovits et al., 2002) is an open source toolkit for building biomedical Web applications based on relational based approach, and MyPACS [MYPACS (2010) ] is built on top of it to provide medical image management.
A context-based sharing system is proposed in [G. Chin and Lansing (2004) ], which focuses on tools instead of data as in SciPort.
MIRC [MIRC (2010) ] is a popular pure-P2P based system for authoring and sharing teaching files, which is hard to extend for generic data management and suffers from security problems.
XML based data representation for biomedical data becomes increasingly popular. XNAT (Marcus et al., 2007) is an XML based platform for managing neuroimaging and related data, and represents data in XML at the schema level. XNAT uses relational database engine as the backend storage, and provides data and query mapping between XML and RDBMS. In [Bales et al. (2005) ], work has been done to provide unique XQuery based frontend for relational based data sources.
With the increasing collaboration of scientific research, collaborative cyberinfrastructures have been researched and developed in the past [Arzberger and Finholt (2002) [BIRN (2010) ] ) provide infrastructures to integrate existing computing and data resources. They rely on a top down common data structure. This is difficult to get agreement upon and requires much effort and cost to setup and maintain such systems. SciPort is lightweight and can be quickly customized for either research labs or research networks.
Unified Scientific Data Modeling
An essential goal of managing biomedical research data is to capture all the context information and results for an experiment or processing, such as metadata about the data, the results (attributes, raw data, images), parameters used in the experiment, and so on. To represent scientific data, we model each experiment/processing as a document, and the relationships of the documents are linked through document references. The data model is discussed next.
The Scientific Document Model
One main characteristic of scientific data is its complex data structures, which could be nested. Another main characteristic is their heterogenous data formats, including both structural data and unstructured data. We develop a generic scientific data model to represent all such information, as shown in Figure 1 The central entity of the data model is SciPort Document, which contains both metadata and content. Metadata include author generated metadata, such as title, description, and author information, and system generated metadata, such as creation date, modification date, hierarchy in- • Primitive Data Types/Fields. Primitive data types are used to represent structural data, including integer, float, date, and text.
As SciPort is a Web based system, a few specialized data types are defined for the convenience of authoring and queries. These include textarea -multi-lines of text displayed in a block, radiobuttonsingle value constrained data type with options from a set of values, checkbox -multiple value constrained data type with options from a set of values, and URL -a reference to a Web resource.
• File. Files can be linked to a document through the file object.
Common file types are detected through file extensions. The system will also automatically detect if a file is of DICOM type. For an image or a DICOM file, the system will automatically generate a preview thumbnail.
• Reference. A reference type links to another SciPort document.
• Group. A group aggregates a collection of fields or nested groups.
This could easily represent hierarchical structures. There can be multiple instances for a group, like rows of a table.
• Category. A category relates a list of fields, for example, "patient data" category, "experiment data" category. Categories are used only at the top level of the content, and not nested. Figure 1 .2 shows some content of a sample SciPort Document on medical image annotations. It includes categories "General Information", "Patient" for patient information, "Annotation", and "File". Inside Annotation category, there is a group field "TumorCollection", which has two instances. The TumorCollection group includes fields "name" and "UID", group "ImageObservationCharacteristicCollection", "DataCollection", "SpatialCoordinateCollection", and a file type "AIMFile".
XML Based Implementation of the Data Model
The model can be best implemented as XML -we call it SciPort Exchange Document. The hierarchical nature of the data model fits perfectly with the tree based XML data model. Figure 1 .3 shows a sample SciPort Exchange Document.
The structure of the XML document is shown in Figure 1 .4. The XML document starts with a root element document. The attribute documentid of the root element is uniquely generated from the system, and the attribute schemaid refers the ID of the corresponding schema.
<document documentid="000112" schemaid="schema0001112"> <title>Annotation for patient 0019</title> <description>This is a sample annotation for two tumors.</description> <hierarchies> <hierarchy sciportid="localserver1"> <folder name="AVT Database" id="Folder0001"> <folder name="patient 0019" id="Folder0023"/> </folder> </hierarchy> </hierarchies> <author> <name>Joe Doe</name> <affiliation>Siemens Corporate Research</affiliation> <contact>Joe.Doe@siemens.com</contact> </author> <creation_date>2008-05-25</creation_date> <modification_date>2008-05-28</modification_date> <publication_date>2008-05-28</publication_date> <content> <category name="patientinfo" id="Category1195079655778"> <field name="patientid" id="Field1195079734541"/> <field name="patientage" id="Field1195079874032">68</field> </category> <category name="annotation" id="Category1195079679392"> <group name="tumorcollection" id="Field1195079928800"> <instance name="tumor" id="Field1195079928800"> <field name="author" id="Field1195080028143">dsc</field> <field name="date" id="Field1195080070384">2007-11-15</field> <group name="imageobservationcharacteristiccollection" id="Field1195080130681"> <instance> <field name="codingschemedesignator" id="Field1195080173813">RADREX</field> <field name="codevalue" id="Field1195080212689">REX4002</field> </instance> <instance> <field name="codingschemedesignator" id="Field1195080173814">RADREX</field> <field name="codevalue" id="Field1195080212688">REX4062</field> </instance> </group> <field name="AIMDescription" id="Field1195080538779">some description to files</field> <group type="file" name="AIMFiles" id="Field1195080538777"> <instance> <field name="assessment">metadoc/avt_assessment/0019/2007-11-15/1.xml</field> </instance> <instance> <field name="assessment">metadoc/avt_assessment/0019/2007-11-15/2.xml</field> </instance> </group> </instance> </group> </category> <category name="dicom" id="Category1195079689556"> <field type="file" name="dicomimage">metadoc/avt_assessment/0019/2007-11-15/56.dcm</field> </category> </content> </document> 
Fig. 1.4 SciPort Data Model Diagram
with a hierarchy element. A hierarchy includes nested folders represented in folder elements, each associated with two attributes name and id. Hierarchy is further discussed in Section 1.3.4.
Content
The content element contains one or multiple categories represented by category elements. A category is associated with two attributes name and id, and includes field elements and group elements. (2010)]. Document Atomicity: A SciPort document is atomic in terms of both access control and data exchange. Files linked in the document share the same access permission as the document. When the document is downloaded, the XML document including all the files linked in the document will be zipped as a single file for transportation. This excludes references to other documents which hold their own access control.
XML-based Schema Definition
Users can define their own schemas in an XML-based Schema Definition language -SciPort Schema Definition Document. (XML Schema is not used since our approach is easier to implement and flexible to support Web-based applications.) The structure of the Schema Definition Document is shown 
Hierarchical Organization of Data
To provide an intuitive way to present data, we develop a hierarchical model to organize scientific data, thus documents can be quickly browsed and identified through the hierarchy.
As shown in Figure 1 .6, a hierarchy provides a folder-like data organization. There can be multiple levels defined, and each folder can also be associated with a slot document to describe the folder. A slot document is a SciPort document that provides extended information on a folder, for example, patient's demographical information for a patient folder. Each folder can contain subfolders which are grouped by schemas. A report can be defined for a folder to provide summarized information of all data under the folder, for example, the minimum and maximum tumor sizes for patients. A sample hierarchy for a clinical trial site is shown in Figure 1 .7.
The types and depth of a hierarchy is defined by Level, for example, "site", "patient", "measurement". A level can be pre-associated with schemas that confine documents or slot documents at the level.
Once the hierarchy and schemas are defined, users can conveniently author documents through SciPort authoring tools, where the interfaces are automatically generated based on the hierarchy and schemas.
• Name 
Document Authoring
SciPort provides comprehensive tools to support authoring, including document editor, file uploader, DICOM anonymizer (to automatically deidentify private data), and an import tool.
SciPort document authoring workflow is shown in Figure 1 .8. There are two ways to author documents: import tool via Web Services, thus applications can send data into the system; Web based authoring tool, thus documents can be authored through a Web browser.
The workflow of authoring is as follows.
• A user either selects a hierarchy from the hierarchy browser, or selects a hierarchy from the document authoring tool.
• The user picks up a schema; once the schema is picked up, a Web form will be automatically generated based on the schema.
• The user fills the Web form, and for file data type, the user links files from File Cabinet (Section 1.4.1.1), a temporary server folder A sample authoring page is shown in Figure 1 .9c, and a sample file selection from File Cabinet is shown in Figure 1 .9b.
• The user saves the document -the structured data are stored in the XML database server, and the linked files are copied from the File Cabinet to server data folders.
File Cabinet
File Cabinet is a personal folder on the Server, thus files can be preloaded and stored temporarily in it. The benefit is that it can separate structured data authoring from file uploading, which is often time consuming. Thus at authoring time, files are quickly transferred on the Server. When a file is uploaded to the File Cabinet, if it is an image file (JPG, TIF, PNG, GIF, or DICOM medical image), a thumbnail will be automatically generated, and DICOM files will also be automatically anonymized. If a zip file is uploaded, there is an option to unzip it or keep it as it is. Tags can also be added to files in the File Cabinet, so they can be quickly identified.
Hierarchy and Schema Authoring
SciPort provides high extensibility as users could conveniently customize the system to use in their applications without any programming. Hierarchy and schemas are among the components that could be authored and customized by users. Hierarchy authoring includes level setup and folder creation. Level setup is performed at system configuration time, when a system administrator defines the levels to be used in the system. A level can be associated with schemas that will be inherited by all folders created later. Before any document is created in the hierarchy, users can adjust the depth of a level by moving it upwards or downwards in the hierarchy tree.
Once the hierarchy is ready, users can browse the hierarchy and create a folder directly inside the hierarchy. Once a folder is created, schemas defined at the corresponding level are displayed under the folder and can be used as the templates for authoring documents. A folder can be removed together with all its documents, or detached from the hierarchy. Documents can also be re-assigned to other folders.
SciPort also provides an Ajax based schema authoring tool for conve- niently creating schemas with complex structures and data types. Users can create categories, define fields, groups and nested fields/groups under a group. Users can also define the constraints for each field, such as the minimum and maximum values, constrained values for radiobuttons or checkboxes, and default values. Figure 1 .9(a) shows an example of schema authoring.
DICOM Data Anonymization
HIPAA compliance is a mandatory requirement for medical research, and one top task for this is to anonymize DICOM data, the most commonly used image format in clinical environments. DICOM headers include plenty of metadata of images. Metadata with private information of patients have to be anonymized before DICOM images can be used for research or sharing. We develop an automated DICOM anonymization tool that will automatically detect if a file is a DICOM image and automatically anonymize it based on preconfigured anoymization settings. Once a file is uploaded to the server by a user, it will be stored in an internal temporary folder not accessible to users. The system will read the file header to check if it is a DICOM file, and anonymize it if it is. Zip files will be unzipped and checked as well for anonymization. Then the anonymized file is saved into the File Cabinet. When the user authors a document and links the file to the document, the file in the File Cabinet will be moved to the server document folder, which is available for access through the Web Server.
The workflow of the anonymization is shown in Figure 1 .10. There are four use cases: configuring anonymization; uploading files to the file cabinet for anonymization; authoring documents with anonymized files from File Cabinet; and downloading anonymized files. 
Searching Documents
SciPort provides comprehensive searching tools, including hierarchy browser to find documents through browsing the hierarchy, document searching through the search tool, and reporting tool to summarize data Book Title The search tool provides both keyword based search and structure based search, and the latter provides an automatically generated query interface based on user selected schema. For example, if a user selects the Annotation schema, a field list will be available for users to select for query predicates.
SciPort also provides dynamic query construction, and allows users to dynamically select what fields in a schema to be used for the search. This can greatly simplify the query interface, since a query interface composing hundreds of fields could be very difficult to use. Selected fields for a query will also be populated with constraints available to specify predicates. For example, if a patientSex field is selected for the Annotation schema, a list of constrained values ('M' and 'F') will be automatically generated as radiobuttons for the user to choose. Support of configurable queries makes it possible for users to personalize and reuse their own queries.
Besides structured fields, a hierarchy branch can also be used as a predicate. For example, a user can constrain the query on documents from one site only by selecting a site branch.
Search is automatically cached for reuse in one active session, or saved explicitly by users for future reuse. Figure 1 .12 is a sample search screenshot, and the functionalities of search are summarized as follows. • Keyword search. Global keyword search can be specified in the "Quick Keyword Search" field.
• Global logic constraint. There is a global "AND" or "OR" option to apply the combination logic to all the search predicates.
• Common field search. Common fields associated every document can be used to specify search conditions. The fields include Title, Author, and Description.
• Hierarchy search. Hierarchy folders can be selected thus only documents under certain folders are retrieved.
• Schema-based search. A specific schema can be selected to specify predicates on the fields from this schema. A user can interactively add new fields and specify predicates for each field, such as "equals", "range", "contains".
• Listing all documents. There is an option to show all documents.
• Listing documents of a schema. Once schema based search is se-lected and no predicate is specified, the search will return all documents from this schema.
• Listing and sorting query result. Query result is displayed as a paged list, with document title, schema name, author name, and last modification date. List can be sorted by clicking on a field name.
• Removing documents. Documents can also be removed by clicking on the remove button on the right.
• Caching search history. On the top of the search screen, by clicking on backward or forward button, it is possible to navigate the search history and re-run the query.
Semantic Enabled Biomedical Data Management
SciPort not only provides unified data model to represent data, but also provides semantic enabled data management through using ontologies for authoring and querying data.
There is a growing community on producing ontologies, especially in the biomedical research domain [Cimino and Zhu (2006) ; Rubin et al. (2007) ]. However, ontologies are often ignored by researchers because of lack of tools to make it convenient to utilize them, for example, to pick up a proper term when authoring a document. SciPort makes it possible for researchers to precisely describe and query their data through semantic enabled data authoring and querying tools.
Semantic Enabled Data Authoring
The first objective of ontology integration with structured data is to enable data providers and authors to be able to access, navigate and pick up ontology terms easily at the time of authoring. Quickly identifying the right terms to use is one major hurdle preventing data authors on using ontologies, especially when ontologies are becoming huge ( NCI Thesaurus defines nearly 40K concepts.)
To solve this problem, we first need an interface that can provide immediate response and also hints for users. For example, when a user types a keyword, he expects a list of related terms from an ontology being returned on the fly. This can be solved by leveraging the latest Ajax technology, which can support immediate data response without updating the whole Web page. As shown in Figure 1 .13, when an ontology is associated with a schema, the authoring interface will automatically provide ontology term pickup through Ajax. When a user types a keyword or a combination of keywords connected through " ", e.g., "breast cancer", and then presses the CTRL key, the keywords will be automatically sent to the corresponding remote ontology server, and a list of related ontology terms will be returned. Once the user has a mouseover on one of the terms in the list, another overlay window will further show the description of this term. The user then identifies the right one and selects it as input.
Since each ontology has its own representation (OWL, Protege, OBO, or even XML) and APIs (HTTP requests, Web Services), we provide an ontology access layer (using LexGrid [Pathak et al. (2009) ]) that provides a unified interface for accessing different ontologies. The process is as follows. When a user types in a keyword in the authoring Web page, it is sent through Ajax to the Server, which is translated into ontology API call through the Ontology Access Layer. The ontology server returns a list of related terms. When the user has a mouseover on one of the terms, another Ajax call is sent for the explanation of the term, and a similar process is performed.
Semantic Enabled Search
By incorporating semantic terms into structural content and organizing documents with an ontology based view, SciPort now provides semantics enhanced queries. For example, we support exact ontology term search, concept-based query, query expansion through synonyms, query extension through abstraction, and query by ontology browsing.
Sharing Distributed Biomedical Data
As scientific research increasingly becomes a collaboration activity, researchers frequently need to collaborate through sharing their data. There are several common requirements for data sharing: i) Convenience: data sharing should be a single step action; ii) Data ownership: researchers own and have full control of their data; iii) Flexible Sharing Control: while data can be shared, data sharing can also be revoked by researchers at any time; iv) Up-to-date of shared data. As data are updated or removed, corresponding shared data also need to be synchronized accordingly to stay current.
Sharing Data through a Central Server
To meet the above requirements and support closer collaboration and integration, we develop a distributed architecture to share and integrate data through a Central Server (Figure 1.14) . In this architecture, each research site will have their own Local Server which itself functions as an independent Server for data collection, management, search, and report. In addition, there will be an additional Central Server upon which Local Servers are able to selectively publish their data (structured documents) ( Figure  1 .15). Images/files, which are often the major source of data volume, are still stored on corresponding Local Servers but are linked from the published documents on the Central Server. Once a user on the Central Server tries to download a document from the Central Server, actual data files are downloaded from the corresponding Local Server that holds the data.
Thus, the Central Server provides a global view of shared data across all distributed sites, and can also be used as a hub for sharing schemas among multiple sites. Since data are shared through the metadata (SciPort Documents), the integration is lightweight. Users on the Central Server will only have read access to the data. under the same research consortium, they would share their data together by publishing their data (documents) to the Central Server located at UCI. Members at NTROI research consortium are granted read access on such shared data through the Central Server. Once the user identifies a data set from the Central Server and wants to download it, the user will be redirected to the corresponding Local Server that hosts the data to download the data to the client.
Data Synchronization
One requirement for the data sharing is to keep shared data up-to-date. The following operations are related to document synchronization.
• Create. When a document is created, the author has the option to publish this document (Figure 1.16 ). Once the document is published, a "published" status is added to the document. A user can also set up an automatic publishing flag so all new documents will be automatically published. Book Title
SciPort
Document Publishing
Back to the document viewer.
You can publish documents to central servers. All users which have access to the central server will be able to read your document.
Status
Description
Url Status Action
Developer's CentralServer https://sciportserver.sc not published publish • Update. When an update is performed on a published document, the document will automatically be republished to the Central Server.
• Delete. When a published document is deleted, it will also be automatically removed from the Central Server.
• Unpublish. A user can also stop sharing a document by unpublishing the document.
The Benefits. This data sharing architecture provides many benefits: i) data sharing is as convenient as a single click; ii) users have full control of their data, and can revoke the sharing at any time; iii) shared data on the Central Server always remain updated, and iv) the Central Server based sharing architecture makes it possible to conveniently share schemas, as discussed next. The system is OS neutral and can run on any Web browsers. It is built with standard protocols, including XML, XQuery, and Web Services.
Rich Internet Based Application
SciPort is a Web-based application, thus it is possible for users to use it at any place and at any time. Taking advantage of Web 2.0 technologies such as Ajax, SciPort provides rich capabilities close to those of desktop applications. • Authentication. Each Server has its authentication management, thus a login is required before accessing information on the Server.
• Administrative and customization. These include User Manager to manage users, roles and groups, Hierarchy Management to define and edit the hierarchy, and Schema Management to create and edit schemas. There is also an Anoymization Configurator to configure what information to be anonymized and in which way.
• Authoring Tools. These include File Uploader, which uploads files into a temporary user space on the Server to store uploaded files to be used for authoring documents; Anonymizer to anonymize private information; Authoring Tool to create, update, delete a document; and Import Tool to import a document.
• XML Database. This is the repository of scientific documents and schemas, and provides storage, indexing and searching capabilities.
• File Folder. Files linked to documents are stored in the file folders and linked to the database.
• Document Access Control. When a document is authored, access permission to the document is assigned, and this manager will control the access for each document. Documents which are published to the Central Server will automatically be accessible from the Central Server where authentication is already checked.
• Search. The search tool provides keywords based search and structured based search, and returns a list of qualified documents. A document viewer displays a document, and also includes an Export function to download the document together with its linked files as a single zip file.
• Browse. This tool browses documents through the hierarchy.
• Report. A report will extract information and aggregate them into a table format, which can be exported into CSV or PDF formats.
• Communication APIs. The Server provides Web Services based APIs that can be used to access the server remotely. E.g., Import Tool can be used with Web Services to integrate remote applica-tions.
• Ontology Server. This provides interfaces to access terms from multiple ontology/vocabulary systems. 
NTROI Database
Ready to get started? Click Here
Overview of SciPort
SciPort is a new generation of platform for scientific data management, integration, and collaboration. It provides a comprehensive data management framework for modeling, authoring, collecting, organizing and searching scientific data, and supports flexible data integration and sharing. SciPort allows users to configure their own applications without requiring the expensive and time-consuming services of database administrators or programmers.
For more details refer to the SciPort Wiki.
SciPort Help
User's Guide 
SciPort Workflow
Before SciPort is first used, administrative users on the Server will perform the following initial setup.
1) setup user accounts and assign privileges for each user.
2) Setup hierarchy level types.
3) Define schemas with the Schema Management Tool. 4) Configure anonymization rules with the Anonymization Configurator.
Once the setup is ready, the Server is ready to use by normal users.
• A user can upload files of interest into a personal file cabinet on the Server through File Cabinet. Uploaded DICOM files will be automatically anonymized with the Anonymizer.
• The user can edit the hierarchy by creating hierarchy nodes through the Hierarchy Edit Tool. Through the Authoring Tool the user can create a new document by selecting a schema in the hierarchy. Once a document is created, if anonymization is configured, the data will be automatically anonymized. After that, the document is automatically sent to the XML database and the files are stored in the file folder and linked to the database.
• During the authoring, the author is able to set the access permissions to the document, and also has the option to publish the document to Central Servers.
• New documents can then be searched or browsed on the Server; reports ( if already created) can be evaluated on the documents.
• Published documents on the Central Server can be searched and retrieved from the Central Servers.
A sample screenshot of the frontpage of a Local SciPort Server is shown in Figure 1 .18.
High Adaptability through Customization
A salient characteristic of SciPort is that the system is highly adaptable. This is supported through its generic scientific data model, comprehensive schema definition, hierarchy model, and the lightweight data sharing architecture. Convenient customization tools are provided thus SciPort allows users to configure their own applications without requiring expensive and time-consuming services or software development effort.
Conclusion
Biomedical research produces large amount of complex data and is moving towards multi-disciplinary, multi-institutional collaboration. These lead to strong demand for tools and systems to organize, manage, manipulate and share the data. This drives the development of SciPort -a Web-based generic biomedical data management and sharing system. By providing an XML based unified and effective means for data modeling, organization, management, authoring, searching and customization, SciPort provides a flexible and powerful system for managing biomedical research data. Its highly adaptable architecture makes it possible for researchers to use the system without any software development effort. By taking advantage of biomedical ontologies, SciPort enables semantic based data collection and queries. Through a Central Server based data sharing architecture, distributed data sources can be conveniently shared. SciPort has been successfully used for translational biomedical research consortia, large scale research collaboration at Siemens, and many other research organizations.
